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AN INVESTIGATION OF THE METHOD 

OF MEASURING IONIC MOBILITIES BY OBSERVATIONS 

ON THE SELF-REPULSION OF IONS. 

Introduction • 

In view of the large amount of discussion, which has 

centered around the measurement of ionic mobilities, of the com

plexity of the resultsobtained, and the possible uncertainty as 

to how far these results may be attributable to measurement,rather 

than to the properties of the ions themselves, it is desirable 

that the problem should be attacked from standpoints as varied as 

possible. The self-repulsion method is so different in its general 

properties from those usually employed, that it seems desirable to 

consider its possibilities in this respect, and the purpose of the 

present investigation is to subject this method to a critical exam-
-tha 

ination from t&e both" experimental and theoretical side. In addi-

tion, measurements have been made of the mobilities of the positive 

and negative ions of air, carbon dioxide, oxygen, nitrogen, acety

lene, and nitruus oxide at atmospheric pressure and room tempera

ture. 

On account of its bearing upon the general situation, a 

brief account of previous results obtained on the measurements of 

ionic mobilities is herewith appropriate. 

Previous results on ionic mobilities. 

In 1897 Rutherford1 .made the first measurement of specific 

1. Ruth3rforj, Phil.Mag. (5)44 p 429 - 1897. 



velocity of gaseous ions. ~eleny was the first to discover the 
1. 

difference between the velocity of the positive and negative ions. 

Soon after this, Townsend ,Wellisch~ and Frank and Pohl made measure-
2. .:> 4 

ment s of mobilities of ions in different gases and vapours. It was 

shown in general that the mobilities were lower in the heavier gases. 

The investigation o! the variation of mobilities with pressure was 

carried on by Rutherford, 
.Hwa<;fou.,._d 5 

Frank . ~that the mobility 
10 

directly as the field. It 

Lattey ,Kovarik ,Todd , Townsend , and 
6 7 8 9 

varied inversely as the pressure and 

was found, however, that for pressures 

below 10 cm., the mobility o! the negative ion increased more rapid

ly than could be accounted for by the law v=kx/p(where v is the 

mobility, x the electric field, p the pressure, and k a constant 

o! proportionality). No such phenomena were observed in the case 

of the positive ion. 

To explain this abnormal increase in the velocity of the 

negative ion with reduced pressures, two theories were advanced . 

One of these was the so-called •Bluster• theory. The advocates 

of this theory claimed that the negative ion was made up o! a 

group of molecules clustered about an electron. As the pressur 

of the gas was reduced, the cluster was supposed to release some 

of its atoms or molecules, thus causing the. cluster to have a 

l.J.Zeleny-Phil.Trans.A 195,p.93,1900. 
2.J.S.Townsend-Phil.Mag.(5) 45,p.135,1898. 
3.Wellisch-Phil.Trans.A 209,p.249, 1909. 
4.Frank and Pbhl-Deutsch Phys.Gesellech.Verh.9,page 195,1907. 
5.J.Frank-Deutach Phys.Gesellsch.Verh.12,p.291,1910~ and Verh.12, 

p.613,1910. 
8. Ruther ford-
6 .R. F. La ttey-Proc .Roy. Soo. A 84,1910. 
7.A.Kovarik-Phys.Rev.30,p.415,1910. 
8.Todd-Phil.Mag.S 6,Vol.22,p.791,1911,and Phil.Mag.June 1913. 
9.Townsend-Proc.Roy.Soc.A85,1911. 
10.J.Frank-Ann.Der Physik 22,pS72, 1906. 
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greater mobility. The second theory was the "free electron" 

theory. Its supporters contended that the abmormal increase in 

mobility at low pressures was caused by the presence in the gas 

of a relatively large number of free electrons. They argued that 

for some reason the conditions for an electron, which must be 

produced when an atom is ioni~d, to form an ion were less favor

able at lower pressures. 

Of course, the task before the advocators of the •cluster" 

theory was to ·find conditicns under which the cluster changed size, 

this fact being manifested by an abrupt change in the mobility; or 

to prove that in a gas there were group• of molecules, each group 

having a characteristic mobility. Nolan and McLelland , Moore , 
1 2 

and Haines, are some of the more recdnt upholders of this theory. 
3 

Noland and KcLelland, and Haines claimed to have found such groups. 

Kia-Lok Yen , repeated Haines' work, but was unable to find these 
4 

groups. Blackwood with a method, having a resolving power 18 
5 

times higher than the method of Nolan and McLelland was also unable 

to distinguish groups of ions+ having different mobilities. 

The supporters of the •free electron" theory were more 

sucdeseful than those of the •cluster• theory. Wellisch Eh owed 
6 

that there were two types of negative carriers, the free eectron 

and the ion. He gave evidence to show that a free electron remains 

a free electron and an ion remains an ion throughout a change of 

l.Nolan and McLelland-Proc.Roy.l.o,~h Acad.Vol.33,p.9-p.24, 1916. 
Nolan-Proo.Roy.Soc.A Vol.94, 1917. · 

2.Moore-Phys.Rev.1912. 
3.Haines-Phil.Ma.g.86,Vol.30,1915,and Vol.31, 1916. 
4.Kia-Lok Yen-Phys.Rev.1918, p.337. 
5 .Blackwood-Phys .Rev .1920. A ~1 ... st 
6.Wellisch-Am.Journal Science,May 1915. 
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pressure from one atmosphere to 15 mm. The ratio of the number 

of electrons to the number of ions increases with decrease in 

pressure. 

Loeb1 went further to disprove the •cluster theory" by 

subjecting the ions to .such intense electric fields that the 

ions would acquire energy almost sufficient to ionize an atom. 

Loeb was of the opinion that an ion having sufficient energy 

to ionize ought certainly to have energy enough to break down a 

cluster. The criterion for determining such a •breakdownn would 

be a sudden definite increase in the mobility. No such increase 

was found. Kia-Lok Yen repeated Loeb's work, using higher fields 

and still found no indications of the breaking down of the ion. 

By all these experiments then, the •free electron• theory 

may be said to have been established. The main problem then con

fronting investigators was the Q.ueation of what conditions are 

necessary for an electron to form an ion. 

Wellisch2 advanced the theory that an electron must have more 

than a certain minimum of energy where it collides with an atom 

or molecule if it is to form an ion. He supposed that the electron 

has its maximum energy when it leaves the parent atom, and that 

if the electron does not suffer collision within a certain radius 

of this atom, it will remain an electron. 

THomson3 held a differ~nt view. He held that one out of every 

n collisions of an electron with an atom or molecule will result 

in the formation of an ion. n varies with different gases. This 

law does not limit the conditions for formation of ions to energy 

considerations. 

1. Loeb - Phys.Rv. Vol.8, p633~ Dec.1916. 
2. Wellisch - .Am.Jour.Sc, Vol.3~, 1915. 
3. J.J.Thomaon, Conduction of Elec. theough Gases. 
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Loeb1 recently has carried out an investigation which goes 

far toward establishing Thomson's theory. 

Of course during the time that the structure of the negative 

ion was of greatest interest, other work in mobilities •as carried 

out also. The effects of temperature, moisture, impurities and 

age on the mobilities of gaseous ions were investigated. 

Also while the discussion of the size and change of size of 

the negative ion was taking place, it seemed to be taken for granted 

that the positive ion remained unchanged. The results of some 

work which Professor Erikson is now doing seem to show that the 

mobility of the negative ion is independent of its age, whereas 

that of the positive ion decreases as the ion becomes older. 

In performing all of these investigations of ionic mobilities 

various methods have been used. Only one or two methods, however, 

have found favor in recent years. Kovarik, Wellisch, Loeb, Haines, 

and Kia-Lok Yen have used the Rutherford alternating field method 

in which the distance an ion travels in a known time under a known 

field is measured. Zeleny's method in which the field necessary 

to take ions over a certain path in a known time is measured, was 

used by Blackwood. A method somewhat similar to the Zeleny method 

has recently been used by Professor Erikson. 

The Self Repulsion Method. 

The method whose possibilities are to be studied in this 

investigation, is theoretically the same as that used by Townsend 

for measuring the velocity of very slowly moving ions. We shall 

see later why it is necessary that a different apparatus be used 

for measuring higher mobilities. 

l. Loeb, Phys.Rv. Feb. 1921. 
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Townsend1 realized these conditions experimentally by 

blowing uniformly ionized gas into a conducting tube which was 

earthed and connected to an electrometer. i'he tube was then 

insulated and after a time t the charged gas was blown out. 

The electrometer then measured the charge remaining in the 

gas when it was blown out. Al though this method may have 

succeeded for measuring the mobility of slowly moving ions, 

there are seve11a.l reasons why it could not be used for more 

rapidly moving ions. First of all, it is desirable to have 

a high density on account of diffusion, but if Townsend's 

method were used, a high initial density would result in a 
wo.s 

great lose of charge while the ionized gas ~ being blown 

into the cylinder. Secondly, it would be difficult to know 

the exact time at which the gas was driven out of the chamber. 

For instance, in the present experiment it was necessary to 

take into account times of the order of .Ol sec. Then while 

the charge is being blowm out of the cylinder, charge would 

be lost to the walls of the ap~ratue. A different amount 

would be lost at each reading for different time intervals, 

ince thcl amount lost depends upon the density. A calculation 

of this error would be very difficult since the error depends 

upon the mobility which is being measured a.nd thcl time during 
<1..n!. 

which the ions~ being driven out, and the density which is 

varying during thi time. 

Let us consider another method for making the same type 

of measurements. The essential features of this method will be 

made clear by a reference to figure l. 

l. Townsend, Phil.Mag. (5)45 p 135. 1898. 
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A, Band Care parallel conducting plates. B consists 

of a grid a1 surrounded by a wide metal frame; on A directly 

opposite the grid B' on the side of A toward B', there is a 

polonium plate A' and C consists of a plate C' equal in area to 

B' and A', insulated from a guard ring around it and connected 

to an electrometer. 

Let C be at zero potential, B at plus 40 v~lts and A at 

plus 60 volts. The positive ions generated in the space between 

A and B will be driven toward B and some of them will pass throl.lgh 

the grid to the plate c, In fact an ionic current of practically 

uniform density will pass from the grid to the plate C. (The 

er.tent to which the current density is not uniform will be dis

cussed later.) Now suppose that A and B are simultaneously earthed. 

The space between the grid and the plate 01 will be filled with 

positive ions of uniform density. Suppose that the ions are 

allowed to move about at will for a time t; at the end of this 

time, insulate plate C' and raise plate B again to a potential 
40 

of plus~volts, plate B remaining at zero potential. The positiv 

ions then between B' and C' will be drawn to C and the charge 

given up bJ them to pla t e 0 1 ; •here it may be measured. During 

this operation no additional ions will pass through the grid, 

since the positive ions between A and B will now be drawn to A 

-8-



and the negative ions in the whole system will be driven to B. 

This arrangement then makes possible the investigation of the 

charge contained in the volume between B' and C' at any time. 

There is another factor pointed out b~ Dr.Swann which 

must be considered whenever ions are cleared out of a space, 

and their charge measured. Owing to the fact that the plate C 

is earthed while the ions are being brought into the region be

tween B and c·, C will have an induced charge of sign opposite 

to the charge between the plates, so that when C' is insulated 

and charges are drawn to it, it will be the algebraic sum ot
the true charge and the induced charge which is being measured. 

In order to measure the true charge, tne induced charge must be 

measured an4 added to this algebraic sum. The process of 

measuring the latter shall be referred to as Case I, the process 

of measuring the induced charge shall be called Case II. In 

Case II the operations are performed exactly as they are in Case I 

up to the point where the potential is put on B to drive the ions 

remaining to c. In Case II, the potential put on at this time 

is opposite in sign to that put on at the corresponding time in 

Case I. Thus the ions are drawn to B, leaving only the induced 

charge on C' to be measured. The sum of the charges measured in 

Case I and Case II for corresponding time . intervals, gives the 

t~ue charge which it is desired to measure. Thus by a method, 

such as outlined above, the fundamental conditions of the ex

periment may be fulfilled. 

Apparatus. 

The apparatus actually used in the experiment is repre
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sented in detail in Figure a. The plates A, B and C are made of 

brass, and are 16cms.square. A polonium plate A' Some.square is 

soldered to the middle of plate A, on the side tW"Ward B. Directly 

opposite to A' in Bis a grid B1 also Some.square. This grid 

consists of horizontal strips of braes about 3mm.wide with spaces 

3mm. wide between the strips. Directly opposite the grid, in C 

is an Som.plate C' insulated from the rest of the plate C, this 

part serving as a guard ring. 

Plate B is fastened to and insulated from plate A by means 

ot four hard rubber eylinders L,N, while plate A is supported by 

and insulated from the iron stand I. Plate C' and the guard ring 

are both fastened to and insulated from the iron support Y. Plate 

B is placed 4 ems. from either plate A or plate C. The supports 

X and Y rest on an iron track which rests on a pump stand P. The 

plates are surrounded by a tin shield T, which is in turn surround

ed by a bell jar J, which also rests on the pump stand. There is 

a rubber packing between it and the stand. By means of the frame 

Fr and Screw Sc, the bell jar is clamped down tightly to th pump 

stand. The brass cup~ , which is covered with a brass screen, 

contains P2e5 . 

E1ectrical connections to the plates are made through 

four wires a, b, o, d, which pass through a sulphur plJg S in th 

pump stand. lire a is connected to plate A, wire b to B, wire c 

to C' and d to the guard ring. 
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The potentials used were obtained from three trays of 

storage batteries F, each tray having a voltage of 80 volts. 

These batteries were connected in series and the terminals 

connected to a aouble pole double throw switch G. One pole 

of the switch was connected through keys 1 and 4 in parallel 

to one end of a series R of 20 resistance coils, of 1000 ohms 

each . The other pole of the switch was connected directly to 

the other terminal of the resistance coils. Of course hy means 

of the double pole, double throw switch the potential at the 

ends of the resistance coils could be reversed. 

ire a is connected to the middle part of key 2. ire .b 

is connected permanently to coil 14 of the series of resistance 

coils , and also to one terminal of a battery (H) of 20 volts 

whose other terminals is connected to the lower part of Xey 2. 

\ ire cl is earthed permanently. ire o is connected to the 

upper part of Key 3, to one pair of quadrants of the electro

meter Q and to the inner cylinder of a small variable condenser 

D. The outside of the condenser is connected to coil 19 of the 

resistances R. The electromter needle is connected to coil 2. 

Coil 12 is connected to a variable contact on the resistance 

K whose terminals are maintained , one at zero potential, the 

other at about 3 volts. A voltmeter V measures the difference 

of potential between the earthed end of the resistance and the 

contact point. oept when a reading is being taken the con-

tact remains at the earthed end of the resistance. 

Keys (1) (2) (3) (4) are operated respectively by four 

electromagnets (1) (2 1
) (3') (4'). The circuits through these 

electromagnets and cells I are completed when the brush V mount

od on a pendulum Pm passes over the oontact plates l", 2n, 3", 
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4" . The contact plates 3" and 4" may be removed from the track 

of the pendulum , and their function may be performed by two 

Keys 5 and 6 which are operated by hand . In series with elec -
Cl.. 

I tromagnates l ' and 4 are electromagnates controlling stylus 

of a chronograph Ch, while another stylus is operated by an 

electromagnet the circuit through which is completed once every 

second. 

Procedure . 

First of all the potential on the outside of the variable 

condenser D was chosen so that by an adjustment of the capacity 

of the condenser there was no deflection - or a very small de-

flection of the electrometer needle produced when all the 

potentials were thrown on the system, that is when Key 1 or 4 

was closed , 3 open and plate A earthed . By means of this arrange

ment , which was devised by Dr . Swann it is seen that any fluctua 

tions in the potentials used, produces ultimately no effect on 

the insulated system . Where there is charge of one sign induced 

on the insulated system on account of fluctuation of potentials , 

there ill be induced on it also an equal charge of the opposite 

sign. This is obviously a great advantage. Still another ad

vantage will be discussed later . 

In the condition which . e ay c 11 the "dormant" condition 

of the apparatus, par t o( of Key 2 is closed thus maintaining a 

difference o potent·a1 of 20 volts bet een plate and plate B. 

Key (1) is closed thus placing a potential of about 40 volts on 

plate B, 100 volts on the electrometer needle and abput 80 volts 

on the condenser D. Key 3 is closed, thus earthing the quadrant 

connected to plate C'. Key 4 is open. 
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Three or four seconds before a reading is to be taken , 

the chrono aph is started.- Then the contact pendulum is re

leased. As the brush passes over contact 1 11 , :ey 1 is opened, 

thus earthing plate B, the outside of the condenser and the 

electrometer needle. As the brush passes over contact 2", part 

d. of Key 2 is opened, part (.3 closed, thus earthing 

plate A. These two operations occur almost simultaneously the 

time interval bet een them being about 1/50 second . As the 

brush passes over contact 3', Key 3 is opened, insulating plate 

c' and the quadrant. The brush in passing over contact 4', 

c~uses Key 4 to be closed, thu ro - cing the potentials on con

denser D electrometer needle and plate B (the interval between 

operation of 3 and 4 is smal'i ) • he chronograph is then stopped . 

As the electrometer needle begins to deflect, the contact 

on resistance R is moved so that the heedle is brought back to 

its zero position and ke t there until the end of two minutes 

rom the time when the pendulum as released. The voltmeter is 

then read. The contact is moved back to the earthed point and 

the a paratus put in the 'dormant" con ition again. The advan

tages of this arrangement are : ~eeping the insulated system at 

zero potential, nd as we shall see, ease in calibration. 

By repeating this hole process for various intervals of 

tirr.e bet een the operation of Ke 2 and of Key 3, a set of read

ings for ~ se I is obtained . 

or obtaining a set of readings for case II the two wires 

carrying potentials to the double pole double throw switch G 

are reversed. he s itch G itself is also reversed, thus leaving 

the potentials the same as in 6 se I. he operations for Case I 



are exactly the same as f~r Case I until after the brush has passed 

contact 2". Then the pendulum strikes the lever Lv which is rigid

ly connected to the handle of the switch G, reversing the sign 

of the potentials leaving G. Now when key 4 is closed the po

tentials applied to the system will all be of opposite sign to 

those applied at corresponding times in Case I. The rest of the 

operations then are performed as in case I, except that in order 

to bring the needle back to the zero position, the potentials at 

the ends of the resistance K must be reversed, keeping the same 

end of the resistance earthed, however. Bef::>re taking a second 

reading, of course the system must be again put into the "dormant" 

condition which it is to be remembered is the same as the dor-

mant state for Case I. Variation of c·harge ith time is obtained 

for Case II as for Case I. 

Let us note here another advantage of the compensation 

method described on page 12. Thie arrangement makes it poe ible 

to insulate plate C' before puttin·g the potential on B to drive 

the ions to C, since the induction effect is nil or a small 

measurable quantity. Without this compensation device, the 

plate C' could not have been insulated until after the field had 

been put on. In this case all the ions drawn to the plate C' 

in the interval of time between the putting on of the field and 

the opening of the electrometer key would be l os t. 

To obtain the "balance" for either Case I or Case II, the 

apparatus is arran-ed as in the •dormantu state, except tuat tue 

B nart ~f K~y 2 is closed thus earthing the plate A so that no ions 

are be ing driven into th~ regior bet een Band C. The rest of the 

process is the same as in the case of a regular reading. By this 

means all effects (including effect~ due to natural ionization) 
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are taken into account, except the effect 4ue to the ions, that 

is the effect we wish to measure. Tho difference then between 

the "balance" and the actaa.l reading, gives the values desired. 

The apparatus is calibrated by connecting a Gerd1en condenser 

to wire c, putting a potential of .040 volte on the outside of the 

condenser, insulating plate c•, wire c and inner cylinder of the 

variable condenser D, changing the capacity of the condenser by 

105 x lo-8 micro-farads, and. bringing the electrometer needle back 

to zero in the usual way and taking the voltmeter reading. Then 

the operation is repeated putting a potential of .020 volts on 

the condenser, and altering its capacity by the same amount ae in 

the previous case, then bringing the needle to zero position and 

noting again the reading of the voltmeter. 

If V = potential put on condenser in the first case. 

V' :: • • • • • second case. 

D =deflection in the first case. 

D' = • • second case. 

de = chan« in capacity of tho condenser in either 

case, the relation 

(V - V1 )dc ~ C(D - D1 ) 

gives · c the charge which must bs put on the system in order to 

have to raise contact point on K to a potential of .Cl volt in 

o:ier to bring the eloctrometer needle to the zero position. 

Thus th charge on the insulated system can be deduced from the 

voltmeter readings. A calibration of the apparatus was made for 

every set of readings tak&n. 
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When a gas was to be introduced into the bell jar, the bell 

jar and the connections from it to the gas container were evacuated 

to a pressure of five centimeters and the gas was allowed to flow 

into the jar through a cylinder of KOH and another of cotton wool. 

'l'he jar was always evacuated and refilled with the gas from four to 

six times before allowing the gas to remain. Any moisture left in 

the gas would be removed by the P2 o5 in the bell jar. 

Special efforts were made to obtain as large density of ions 

as possible. A strong polonium plate 8 cm. square was prepared. 

With this plate as a source of ionization, the next problem was to 

get as many ions as possible into the region between B and C. Ex

periments were performed to find out what fields between A and B, 

and B and C would give the largest charge density. It w s found 

that about 20 volts between A and B, and 40 volts between B and C 

gave the most satisfactory results. Various types of grids were 

also tried; grids made of heavy wire, with large meshes; grids made 

of fine wire with small meshes; grids made of fine wire with large 

meshes. Usually the grids that permitted a large charge density, 

also allowed ions to enter the region between B and C where there 

was no field driving them in. The grid which gave the largest 

density without permitting ions to come through when there was no 

field driving them through, was the grid used in the xperiment 

and described on page 10. 
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Discussion of experimeatally measured values of 

charge density. 

As mentioned above the value of the potential difference between 

Band C which gave the largest charge densities, was 40 volts. Then 

if the mobility is of the order of one centimeter per second per volt 

per centimeter, it will take an ion about .4 second to cross the space 

between Band C. While the ions are being driven in the direction of 

the field they will also be spreading out in all directions on account 

of the self repulsion just as they would as if there were no external 

field. The ionic density will therefore be greater near B &Jt« than 

near C. Let us make a calculation to find the ratio of these two 

ionic densities. Let us assume that 

' - J_ +- 4 'If kt x 300 
~ - '$ 0 

~
) 

::- l.fooo 

:: I. " 

~o =- J.f 
- 'I x (0 

e."'·"'· 

~ = ~ -t c where f ~ d V == o 

Whatever the nature of 

lation holds I 

k 

the distribution of charge, the following 

f Jt<.~ ~ Js 

- ) u~~d<> 
= JJ ~~(~ tt) ds 

+- f[ l(,,,c ds 

re-

where R~ is the electric force normal to the surface bounding the 
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cha.rge Q. Using Gauss' theorem this expression becomes 

- ~ ~ = 5 ttTr& +- )\ '1'I 6 d s 

- ..L cl.9. = 417' Qv~ +-SJ~~& ds 
K dt 

Now if f J l("" c els can be shown to be negligible, k may bd calcu-

lated from the expression given above. Dividing this expression by 

V 1 t becomds - .L <!J. = 'f rr f>".. which is of the same form as the 
k d t .) 

expression fork in terms of uniform cha.rge density. 

We must now try to show that ff 1(,., e: cl s is negligible. 

From the calculation on page 17 we see that the maximum ratio of e

to f is one fourth of .6/1.3 because 1/2 of .6 is the maximum 

deviation from the mean value (which corresponds to 1.3) and l/4 

of .6/l.3 is the average e- This amounts to about 9%. The ratio 

is really not as large as this because although we cannot say that 

~& ds : o t--- is of opposite sign near the plate Band near 

the plate c. If '5 were a linear function of kt , would be 

zero. Such is actually not the case but the ~~ will tend to cancel 

out so that it would seem safe to say that on this account f ~ Js 

would become a small fraction of 9% of ~ 

There is another way of arriving at the same conclusion. Suppose 
~) ~"' e: d s were not negligible. The linearity of the relation 

-1- - ~ ~ 4lT'kt 
~ ~· 
portional to Q. 

would be destroyed unless both R and ~ were pro
b...,t €:"- ca,.,,.,ot be 

R is of course proportional to Q~since the portions 

of greater density lose charge more rapidly than the less dense por-
"'i II . Will 

tions, and e. ~ decrease more rapidly than we ;U the average 

value of Q. If this is true, and the linearity of the re~ation between 

' ___. 
and t is not destroyed, as we shall see that it is not, we 
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l ud that I _1 ::. 4 Tf f\ t may cone e ~ - r> f )0 
gives the true value of k. 

Another possible source of error lies in the fact that in measur-

ing the charge, the electrometer quadrant is insulated about .02 seo. 

before the field is put on to draw the ions to C. During this .02 

second, charge is lost from the volume between B' and C'. Some of 

the charge lost goes to the plate C' and maaes the charge measured 

too large. Let us use the expression 4f-=- f.,_ 4rr K D..t in calculating 

the percent of charge lost in this time. 

~ .,,_ ..q-110- 4 ,.4-rr-. .oz._1'-:ioo -=... . 03 

f 

Thus the total percent of charge lost in this time is only 3~ so that 

the part of this which goes to the plate c• must surely be less than 

1%, and is therefore negligible. 

As was men~ioned on page 16, differences of potential of 20 and 

40 volts between A and B and B and C were the best combination of 

voltages for driving the ions into the space between Band C. This 

being the case, the simplest arrangement for finally drawing the ions 

to C was to replace the potential of 40 volts on plate B. This was 

done as described on page 13. Now if the mobility of the ions is of 

the order of 1 cm. per sec. per volt per cm. and the potential grad

ient is 10 volts, it will take about .4 sec for an ion to pass from 

plate B to plate C. During this time the charge contained in the 

volume between ~1 and C' would decrease appreciably. Picture what 

happens in this region wlen the potential is put on B. All of the 

ions are being driven toward C at the same time they are spreading 

out in all directions ~ue to self repulsion. Those escaping from 

the volume between B' and 01 in a direction perpendicular to direction 
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Theory. 

Suppose that we have a charge distribution of density f 

Suppose the velocity of the charge in the x direction is u, in 

the y dir ction v, and in the z direction w. Then we have from 

the equation of continuity 

k = ~f-14., + ~ +-~ Cit ~ ,. 0 ~ d.- 2-

if j be uniform and since , . ,,,. .-./e.. .e.1- tr ::. -le.. 0 V ""- O"f- I ~ 

from the de!ini tion of mobility k, ·v> he .,-e. V i c:i t h e 

_!- _lj_ = + It (!.l. ~ ;) .,, rJ +- d .,_ v ) 
f cit ct'X 1 f- ~ \. d J,...>-

but from Poisson' equation 

-\J'"V = 4ilf 

,,r __ la ov' 
) .,....- -~C

eli.. 

f Dt e 11 t ~ ~ l 

t I ~ JJ so hat f y (}.± -;:... -4 TT"TL r which when integrated becomes 

_!._ - J_ ~ }f rr -le. t 
p (Jo 

a.nd 
)l ~ K_f_--

f fo 1171 r 
Thus if measurdments of density of different timea be ma.de, 

one has all the dat necessary for measuring k since k is a 

!unction of den ity and ti e only, and i independent of applied 

fi ld a.nd distances traveled by th ions. 

In order to make use of the relation 

ing the mobility th conditions sought for experment lly are 

(l) uniformity of concentration of ions (a) in a chamber where 

ion could move bout for any desired length of time t in the 

absence of any electric field other than that du to th ir own 

cha.rge , and (3) the possibility of measuring the density of ions 

at any desired time. 
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of the external field are lost. Upon careful thought it became appar

ent that it was extremely difficult to make an accurage calculation 

of the amount so lost. A correction for this loss however must be 

made. It was done in the following way. 

A potential of 800 volts was put on B to drive the ions to C, 

This potential was entirely independent of the old system. It was 

put on immediately after key 3 was opened. After 5 seconds it was 

taken off and key 4 closed, leaving conditions the same as in the 

old method of proceedure, for any inductive effects caused by the 

800 volts would 'be annulled when this potential was removed. By 

this method ions would be drawn across the space between B and C 

in less than .02 second du,:ing which time the loss in charge would 

be inappreciable. A set of readings for Case I of the positive ion 

in air was obtained in this way. Several points on a corresponding 

curve of the old type were also obtained, so that the curves of old 

and new type could be correlated. 

C se II was correctly determined in the first place since it 

only measures the charge on C' when it becomes insulated by the 

aation of key 3, and is independent of the manner in which the ions 

between Band C go off to infinity. 

Dr.Sann suggested a method whereby the correction to be 

applied to Case I for each ion could be determined from the curves. 

obtained experimentally for one ion 

air. 

namely, the positive ion in 

Suppose we have two systems A and B. Assume that the charge 

distribution is the same in both cases but .that the ions in the 

two systems have different mobilities. Let the mobility in system 
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A be v, and that in system B, be V. 

into corresponding elements dt1 , dt2 

such that 

Now let us divide the time 

- - - - and dT1 , dT2 - - -

v dt • V dT 

In system A at dt an element of charge will have moved a length 

proportional to v dt. In system B, an element of charge will have 

moved a distance proportional to V dT. Now since v dt = V dT, 

corresponding elements of charge will be in corresponding positions 

at corresponding times. Thus the fields in the two systems are 

everywhere the same at corresponding times. 

Let us go back to the actual experiment. uppose that we have 

a certain concentration of positive ions in air in the apace between 

B1 and C' and we apply a field to drive these ions to C. A certain 

amount of charge becomes lost during the time it takes the ions to 

get across. We have now determined what this loss is. S uppo e 

that we have the as.me concentration of ions in another gas. In the 

time it takes these ions to be drawn across, under the same xternal 

field, (this time being greater or less than in the cas of po itive 

ion in air, according as the mobility lose than or gre ter tha.n that 

of poaitivo ion in air) the same amount of charg will be lost. Thua 

if tho initial densities where the a.me, tho amount lost the aam , 

the part actually measur d will the same in both cases. It was 

on this basis that all the Cas I curves were corrected. For in

stance take a point on the experi ental curve for positive ion in 

nitrogen find,the point on the positive ion in ir curve, which 

corresponds to the same measured density, find what the corrected 
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densit¥ is from the experimentally corrected cu.rve for positive ion 

in air, and that will be the proper density for the point on the 

positive ion in the nitrogen curve. The curves so obtained are given 

in the following pages. 

Method of calculation. 

The calculations of mobilities was made in one of several 

possible ways. Of course to get the true density corresponding to 

a given time the apparent densities given for that time in Cases t 

and II must be added. The reciprocals of these sum• were plotted 

against corresponding times. Theoretically, if the mobility is a 
C,L4,rVe 

constant, this will be a straight line. The mobility is readily 
/\ 

calculated from the slope of the line which is 4 x 300 x rr a k. 

The _L 1 -t 
i 

curves are shown in the following pages. 
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Tables of Readings 

C = constant by which voltmeter deflections must 
be multiplied to give charge density in e.s.u. 

N =apparent charge density in Case I in e.s.u. 

M =Apparent charge density i n Case II in e.s.u. 

t = time in seconds. 
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AIR 

Positive Ion, Case I. 

c = 9.65 

Uncorrected Corrected 

N t N t 

155.8 .11 171.0 .15 
142.l ·.17 106.0 . 53 
125.0 .24 139.0 • 30 
108.1 • 35 72.3 .96 

99.0 .49 59.8 1. 30 
73.5 .80 48.2 1. 66 
51. 2 1.24 28.9 2.75 
41.5 1. 50 164.0 . 21 

143.5 3.21 115.8 .44 
145. 7 .15 

87.8 .52 

• 
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AIR 

Poai tive ions Negative ions 

Date March 22. Date l4arch 21. 
Pressure 74.9 cm Pressure 74.9 cm. 
Temp. 20· c Temp. 21. c 

c = 9 .45 

Case I Case II Case I Case II 

t t N t M t 

171.¢ .10 79.8 .ll 175.0 .10 86.0 .10 
139.0 .25 69.0 .26 136.0 .26 73.5 .29 
106.0 .48 57.7 .47 107.0 .47 58.6 .48 

72.3 .91 49.l .78 52.0 l.29 46.3 .75 
59.8 1.25 14.l 2.42 38.4 1.96 36.l l.14 
48.2 l .61 6.3 3.07 34.4 2.34 31.5 l .34 
28.9 2.70 34.5 1.23 117.0 .36 26.4 l.79 

164.0 .16 36.8 l.14 159.1 .17 19.2 2.48 
115.8 .39 19.2 2.02 69.4 .84 17.l 2.91 

8.5 4.61 
16.0 3.18 

NITROGEN 

Positive ions egative ions 

Da.te March ll. Date March 9. 
Pressure 73 .4 cm. Pr esure 73.6 cm. 
Temp. 20. c Temp. 20· c. 

c = 8.60 

Case I Ca e II C ae I Case II 

t t t t 

164.0 .15 94.6 .ll 161.0 .ll 75.8 .14 
129.2 .25 80.8 .as 129.4 .as 68.5 .10 

95.2 . 47 66 .a . 49 97.4 .47 58.8 .30 
72.2 • 73 57.8 .70 71.5 • 76 52.4 .49 
50.0 1.54 34.4 1.53 46.5 l.50 40.0 .02 
35.0 2.47 22.3 2.64 26.9 2.46 38.3 .86 

16.3 3.35 33.l 2.04 31.0 l.ao 
9.6 4.38 47.4 l.39 26.8 1.70 

38.7 l.35 57.0 1.04 19.l 2.47 
145.0 .20 15.7 2.90 
113.0 .38 12.0 4.00 
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AIR {2nd set) 

Positive ions Negative ions 

Date Feb. 2. Date Feb. 3. 
Pressure 73.6 cm. Pressure 73.0 cm. 
Temp. 21. c 

c = 8.25 
Temp. 21.5. c. 

~se I Case II Case I Case II 

N t M t N t M t 

171.5 .15 89.5 .10 134.9 .ll 68.6 .10 
117.0 .50 74.6 .29 120.7 .30 59.4 .25 
138.0 .25 62.2 .47 86.0 .47 50.7 .47 

56.0 1.19 45.l .89 49.5 1.00 34.0 .93 
46.6 1.76 35.0 1.41 31.8 2 .20 31.2 1.11 
J6.8 2.46 16.8 3.16 27.5 a.53 21 .1 2.35 
76.5 .90 27 .2 1.90 57.5 .93 16.3 3.56 

22 .6 2.55 38.3 1.53 

ITROGEN (2nd set) 

Positive ions Negative ions 

Date March 3. Date March 4. 
Pressure 75.8 cm. Pressure 73.1 cm. 
Temp. 20fi' c Temp. 20° c. 

c = 8.81 

Case I Case II Case I Case II 

N t t N t t 

132.0 .11 68.8 .10 145.0 .10 67.3 .10 
115.0 .18 60.4 .23 114.0 .25 59.8 .27 
87. 5 .47 51.1 . 50 85.8 .47 49.3 .46 
55 .6 .85 39.0 .94 55.3 1.08 38.8 . 85 
47.6 1.41 26.9 1. 72 59 .5 • 94 26.1 1.67 
31. 7 2.51 13.6 3.22 48.4 1.31 19.0 2. 66 

18.2 2.75 40.0 1.84 24 .2 1. 89 
24.3 2.27 44.3 1.66 69.6 .10 
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CARBO DIOXIDE 

Positive ions Negative ions 

Date Feb. 11. Date Feb. 12. 
Pr eseure 73.9 cm. Pr ea sure 74.1 cm. 
Temp . 20° c. 

c = 
Temp. 21.5° c. 

Case I Case II Case I Cg.se II 

N t t N t t 

lse.6 .10 76.9 .10 146. 9 .10 72.1 .10 
137 .4 .28 71.2 .27 122.6 .29 65.0 .27 
109 .7 .46 62.2 • 45 103.6 .48 56. 2 .48 

71 .0 1.06 52.2 .88 68.4 .87 43.9 . 86 
42.7 2.11 31.6 1. 83 53.2 1.44 27.3 1.81 
33.0 3.00 22.2 2.76 40.0 2.14 19.9 2.24 

16.0 3. 60 29.2 3.13 14.9 3.42 
78.8 .10 9.09 4.58 

33. l 1.40 

ITROUS OXIDE 

Positive ions egative ions. 

Date April 5. April 9. 
Pressure 73.2 cm. 74.3 c . 
Temp. 21° c. 20° c. 

c = 9.64 

Case I Case II Case I Case II 

t t t t 

171. 5 .10 89.6 .10 164.9 .10 74.1 .10 
146.0 .25 80.0 .24 106.0 .47 50.2 .48 
118 .0 • 45 66.6 .47 132.0 .26 61. 7 .27 
84.? .91 89.5 .64 40.5 .75 
55.3 1.65 45.6 l. 66 26.8 1.44 

30.6 2.57 28.7 l. 31 
57.8 1.27 21.5 2.77 
70.2 .89 38.5 .98 

116.5 . 37 68.9 .16 
149.0 .17 56.5 . 36 
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OXYGEN 

Positive ions Negative ions. 

Date March 16 March 17 
Pressure 73.63cm. 73.25cm. 
Temp. ao·c 21. 5. c 

c = 9.54 

Case I Case II Case I Case II 

N t M t N t )I t 

160.5 • 26 101.5 .10 174.0 .14 87.8 .10 
127.0 .47 90.0 .26 143.0 .25 7!.2 .26 
106.0 .66' 75 .s .47 108.0 .46 58.l .47 

51.0 1.49 59.6 . 77 88.0 .64 51.2 .67 
64.5 l.14 47.0 l ,.i24 47.8 1.44 31.4 1.17 
34.2 2.53 24.5 2.30 34.7 2.09 22.9 il. 97 
72.0 1.02 12.2 3.91 55.7 1.01 14.3 3.37 

169.0 .225 36.7 1.61 26.0 2.79 12.4 4.00 
68.7 .85 

161.0 .20 

ACETYLENE 

Positive ions Negative ions 

Date March 31 April 1 
Pressure 74 .9 cm. 73.4 cm. 
Temp. 21· c 2o·c 

c = 9.00 

Case I Case II Case I Case II 

N t )I t N t M t 

172.0 .25 97.02 .ll 168.0 .10 79.4 .12 
146.2 .46 187 .1 .27 135.0 .27 69.3 .as 
108.9 .71 71.9 .48 103.0 .47 55.8 .47 

52.0 1.58 61.6 .71 74.2 .75 42.3 .88 
35.0 2.46 30.3 2.03 57.6 l.13 14.9 2.59 
28.5 a.ea 27.3 2 .35 36.0 1.85 9.0 3.57 
72.3 1.08 35.4 l.73 26.4 1.61 
43.l 2.03 52.5 1.00 80.l .ll 

20.5 2.89 
16.6 3.68 
12.l 4.40 



CURVES SHOWING VARIATION OF CHARGE DENSITY 

ITH TIME. 

Upper Curves are corrected Curves for 
Case I. 

































































CURVES SHOWING VARIATION OF RECIPROCAL OF 

CHARGE DENSITY WITH TIME. 



































Reaul ts. 

Sets of readings ere obtained for tr, nitrogen, oxyg n, 

carbon-dioxide, acetylene, and nitrous oxide. At ble of values 

of mobilitie obtained 1 giv n b lo , ith a t ble of pr viously 

determined values for the same ga ee. 

positive n gative mobili tI of neg.ion 
ion ion mobility of poa.ion 

Air l.55 l.73 1.10 
Air (2nd set) l.53 a.10 
Nitrogen l .61 l.77 1.09 
Nitrogen (2nd set) l.58 1.72 l.08 
Oxygen 1.67 1.87 l.l 
Carbon dioxid l.ll 1.36 1.2 
Acetylene l .35 1.74 l.3 

1 troua oxide 1.25 1.75 1.4 

Previously rmined v luea. 

Air l.36 1.87 Z l ny 
1.54 l.78 Welliach 
l .40 1.70 Langevin 

itrogen l .30 l.80 i -Lok Y n 
1.6 Rut erfor 

Oxygen l.36 1.80 Zeleny 
l.30 1.85 Cb ttock: 

Carbon dioxid .83 .92 Ch ttock 
.76 .81 z l ny 
.86 .90 v1n 

itroue oxid .82 .90 ll1ach 

-----------------
To tho writer' knowledg no r ulta 

epeo1!1c velocity of ions in c tylen . 

a 11 bl on th 

a indicated by the curves for ni troua oxi , only par ti l 

et of re inga 

that the r a.ding 

er t 

ay hav been due to 

oh ber. However, th r 

n for the po itive ion for th r on 

unusually 1 rg ount. Thi v ri tion 

che io l action ithin the ioniz tion 

ing plott d in the curves ere of 



u!fioidnt oonsistency to warrant their u e in &t lea t stimating 

the mobility. 

It may bo noted that the ratio ot the mobility of the negative 

ion to tho mobility of tho positive ion is smaller in tho case ot 

tho simple gaeo than in tho case of the compound gases. 

Accuracy ot R sults. 

Let us consid r th v rious !actor hich ontor into thi 

experiment to make the results unc rtain and compare this method 

with the other methods which are favorably regar ed at th present 

time. 

From xporience with the behavior of th ppa.r tus, th 

writer feels confident that the most variable factor in!luoncing 

the moa uroment of charge was the natural ionization ta.king place 

Within the chamber. The charge du to this ionization would ome

timos cause the •bala.noo readings to vary by .03 volt during a 

set of obs rvations. Thor 1 therefore a possible variation of 

.03 volts in all o! the readings. On the larger re ings this 

o!!ect is l as than ono per cent, since the larger values of 

charge density correspond to readings in the n ighborhood o! 2.00 

volte and .015/a.oo = .0075. he percent o o! error from this 

source o! course becomes large for the lo values of the charge 

density. 

c Consider th curve where the reciprocals of the charg 

density are plott d. The high T lu a of the ch rgo d nsity beco 

the low reciprocals. A variation of one percent i all in these 

values. he error of .03 volts causes an appreciable error in the 
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larger values of the reciprocals, in !aot it becomes gr at enough 

to account for tho deviation of the curve from a straight line in 

these regions, since the error may be additive in Cas I and Case II. 

The variation in natural ionization also caused the re dings 

necessary !or tho calibration of the apparatus to vary, but cali

brations for identical conditions of the apparatus for different 

gases were made at intervals of days and sometimes week and were 

found to vary among themselves by not more than two percent. Hence 

it is probable that the error in any one value does not exceed one 

percent. 

Another possible source of error was in the m aeur ment of 

time by the chronograph. The maximum error occurred in m asurement 

of short time interval , and may have been three percent. However, 

the readinga for tho short time intervals could be r poated (by 

mean of the contacts on tho pendulum) with a vari tion of not ore 

than one percent, altho h tho chronograph was run t different 

sp"d.s. 

Thon w must consider tho possible error m o in determining 
I 

the slope of tho traight part of the f t, curve . In a rep-

resent tiv case it appears that tho possible error from thia 

source does not exceed throe pore nt. 

Another factor who o ffect must be con idorod i diffu ion. 

If this off oct wore larg in compa.ri on to tho offoct of lf 

ropul ion at high values of f , th i, t curve ould not b 

a tr ight line. The incr a of t with time would be moro rapid 

than that given by a linear relation. Since this deviation from 

tho straight line is not pparent at lo values of -' , we con-
f 

elude that tho effect of diffusion is negligible for these values. 
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In this investigation the entire sets of readings tor only air 

and nitrogen were repeated. The two sets of values for the mobilities 

of the positive and negative ions in nitrogen agree, and the values 

for the positive ion in air agree. If one notices the case one and 

case two curves for the pegative ion in air, one will find that the 

case one curves agree, but in the case two curve , there is a dis

crepancy. From the behavior of the apparatus during these two sets 

of res.dings, it seems certain that the first set of observations is 

the better. Thia is also born out by the appearance of the case one 

and case two curves. 

Although these sets of readings have not been repe ted for each 

gas, the det rmination of one set of reading• is the equivalent of 
I _ I_ - 41T l(t-

SeVeral mobility determinations. From the equation f' - f 0 -

it is obvious that only two values of p and the corresponding time 

interval are necessary to determine k. The linearity of th curve 

show a close agre ment between these various pos ible det rmin tion 

ot the mobility. It may be not d th tit is a point in favor of the 

self-repulsion method that theoretically the -f 1 t curve should be 

straight lines, and that the c s obtained from the experimen l 

data are straight lines in their oat accurate portions. 

A m thod hichhaa been consider d one of the oat uoce s!ul for 

measuring the mobilities of gaseous ions i the lternating field 

method. Theoretic lly the current hould h ve a certain constant 

valu !or different plate distances until these diatanc a becom 

greater than a certain critical value when the current oua. !all 

immediately to a zero value. On account of diffusion, self-repulsion 

and the !act that the ions do not start from the same point on the 

gauze thi does not happen. The type of curve otually obtained may 
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be aeen in figure 4 o! Lo b'a paper1 and figur a of Kia-Lok Yen's 

aper2 • Th moat nearly atr ight parts ot these curves are extended 

and th ir intercept with the x axis ar ta.ken ae the critical dis

tances. There has been giv n no acourat theoretical basis for deter

mining the critical distances in thi way, however if this method 

were theoretically correct there ould still be uncertainty in 

determining the slopes of these curves as the ourvea ref erred to 
J 

above ahow ,"t'hat this method l aves om thing to l:e desired in the 

way ot consi tency may be s n from th different values of mobility 

which Kia-Lok Y n obtained wh n he used different voltages. On page 

346 of his paper he av rages v lue o! mobilities o! the poaitiv ion 

in air of the order• of l.l and l.S, values which differ from ach 

other by over 30~. 

While the Zeleny method ia theoretically exact, it p r from 

figure 10 in Blackwood• ork3 which i the ost recent work publi h d 

on the Zeleny ethod, that aom uncert inty ould b involv d in de

termining actual mobilities !ro th oxporim ntal curv •· 

The accuracy o! the method which Protea or rikaon h a rooently 

b en u ing cannot be discus d the data ia not yet v 11 bl . 

l. b, Phy Rv. VS, p633, 1916. 
2. -Lok Y n, Phya.Rv. p337, 1918. 
3 c wood, Phy .Rv. A .l 20 



Summ ry. 

l. Tho Self-r puleion m thod ie ditt rent in it general fe turee 

trom those usually employ d for me uring the mobilitie1 of gaseous 

ion ing to the !act that it ie desiroable to ttack a problem in 

various ways the posaibilit1ea o! the sel!-ropul1ion ethod have been 

inveetigated. 

a. By this method the mobilit1ea of th positive and negative iona 

in air, nitrogen, oxyg n, carbon-dioxid , aootyl ne, and nitrous-oxide 

have been mea ured. 

3. Tho Self-Repulsion method compar a t vorably in accuracy with 

tho bo1t methods tor dot rmining ionic mo91liti a. An outstanding 

f atur of thi method 1• the reemont between xperim nt l re ults 

and mathematical theory. 

In conclusion tho writer wish to expro to Pro!os or arm 

under who o direction thia inveatig tion w a performed, her a1nc r 

appreciation and gr titudo for hi continued interest and as 1st c 

in the olution of difficultie1. 
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